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SOLVING THE PROBLEM
OF VALVE STEM LEAKAGE
Leakage of fluid from a valve is undesirable
because:
— the leaking fluid may be costly to replace, for
example, heavy water,
— the leaking fluid may contribute to the radiation
fields in the station.
Engineers at Chalk River developed the technology cf
valve stem seals to the degree that leakage no longer
presents a problem to station operators.

When we read about a new equipmen'
certain questions come to mmd.

feature,

Is the idcu technically s o u n d '
Does the innovation fulfill a need"
What alternatives exist.'
What savings'profits can he expected 1 '
I he incentive to solve a known equipment
problem is economic since the objective is minimum
cos! lor the equipment life cvcle. Potential savings
(and pint it-, if we expect a in;iini!aclun:r to be
inleresiedl dictate the Hinds and hi.man effort
expended.
Improved performance in I lie intended application
is the main ciitcnon and this Likes experience and
Mine to assess. Tracing the history of an equipment
problem and the solutions in the nuclear industry is
an inletcsling iliuslralion.

downtime and reduce radiation exposure of station
personnel. The potential savings are large.
Packing leakage was recognized as a problem in
heavy water systems during the operation of experimental reactors at C'RNL (Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories) in the 1'XiO's. Over a period of time,
four possible solutions (see Table I) were considered.
TABLE 1
Valve Stem Packing Leakage Problem
Possible Solution

Outcome

I Change packing bri'iids

Failure

2. Collect leakage

Partial success

.v hliminate packed valves

Success

4. Control packing leakage

Success

BACKGROUND
Valve stem packing! seal leakage is a lepresenlative
problem. In the CANDl-l'IIW (Canada Deuterium
Cranium Pressurized Heavy Walerl realtors some
nl the Pjid transport systems, which contain
expensive heavy walei. are inaccessible for maintenance during reactor operation. If stem seal leakage
on valves becomes unacceplably high, the reactor
must be shut down to perform maintenance. A
reliable stem seal can control leakage, and through
lower valve maintenance frequency, minimize station

The current AliCL specification for packing
leakage is 2 g/d per centimetre of stem circumference.
Based on tests and Held experience, we have learned
it is not abnormal lor commercial valve stem seals to
leak ;'! least 1000 times greater than this requirement.

CHANGE PACKING BRANDS
Packing leakage was initially diagnosed as an acute
problem which might have a quick solution. The
obvious
p o s s i b i l i t y was to change
packing

PACKING LOAD

•U,

BELLEVIUE
SPRING WA5HERS

GAP

SECONDARY PACKING
— IEAK OFF
~ PRIMARY PACKING

TYPICAL 25mm GLOBE VALVE
WITH CONVENTIONAL PACKING

TYPICAL 25rnm GLOBE VALVE
WITH LIVE LOADED PACKING

Figure 1 — Typical globe valve with live loaded packing
and leak-oli connection

Figure 2 — Typical bellows sealed valve

brands certainly a large number of packing recipes
are available. But neither manufacturers nor users had
comparable quantitative leakage data, ll became
evidenl lhat no one understood how packing
properties could be exploited to control leakage. So
leakage had to he treated as a chronic problem.

COLLECT LEAKS
Leak collection was made a part of the AliCL
system design philosophy for the two CANDU-PHW
prototype reactors at the Douglas Point (a 200 M\V
(electrical) reactor) station and the Nuclear Power
Demonstration (NPD, a 25 M\V (electrical) reactor)
slation ;il Rolplnon, Ontario.
Nearly all the heavy water valves in these reactors
have two sels of stem packing in series with a leak-off
in between as shown in Figure 1. All the leak-ol'fs
were connected to a piping system which served the
dual purpose of monitoring and collecting leakage.
From the stall, stem seal leakage was high but was of
high purity and normally could be pumpe' straight
back into the reactor heavy water invemoiy.
However, the problem was not solved, leakage
increased with time and the collection system became
overloaded. Heavy water leaked past the secondary
stem seals and was recovered for economic reasons,
by drying the reactor building atmosphere. Ordinary
water ,apour in the building air diluted the heavy

water collected. This resulted in significant heavy
water management costs for handling, storing,
cleaning and upgrading.
Canada's nuclear program was still confronted
with the unpleasant reality that conventional valves,
even with redundant stem seals, are inadequate for
the CANDU-PHW reactois in the long term. A legacy
of ihis early experience was thai reactor system
designers and station operators lost fnith in the ability
of packing to seal valve stems.

ELIMINATE PACKED VALVES
Pickering, at 2000 MW(eleetrical). is the first
commercial CANDU power station. System designers
made an excellent judgement when they eliminated
nearly all small packed valves from the heavy water
ciicuits. Bellows valves similar to the one shown in
Figure 2 were used extensively. Heavy water management costs for the four Pickering reactors combined
is not much higher than lor the one Douglas Point
reactor.
During the design of Pickering, screening tests on
commercially available bellows valves identified a
supplier for valves up to (>5 mm pipe size. The largest
si/e has since been extended to !5() mm tor later
generating stations. Bellows seal.; have been very
reliable; failure rate at Pickering is -Jiout 2 x !0~7 1)"'
which is representative ol the random lailure rate ol a
high quality product.

However, bellows failure is n u necessarily random
since corrosion and latigue art' dependent on time
and environment. So for long-term protection, AECL
decided to learn more about bellows performance and
to increase the number of qualified bellows valve
supplieis. especially in Canada. The program elements
are:
(a) Continuation of the screening tests on bellows
valves.
(b) Assessment of bellows failures in the generating
stations.
(c) Bellows tesis incorporating various combinations
of environment;:! conditions to develop expertise
in the predictability of bellows life. Test work is
planned and appraised at CRN!., hut a substantial
poition ol the tests is done on a contract basis by
a Canadian valve manufacturer.
(dl A bellows manufacturing development contract
with a Canadian manufacturer.
(e) Bellows valve development contracts with two
Canadian valve manufacturers.
The contiacts are a direct avenue for the exchange
of technical information. Enrichment of domestic
technical capability is the natural outcome.
Belluws valves have a practical sr/e limitation. For
an acceptable fatigue life in a valve, a bellows can he
stroked only about 10 to 15 percent ol' its free
length. So a bellows for a .'0(1 nun pipe si/.e gale valve
would have to be aboui .? metres long; manufacturing
cost would be prohibitive. Another feature of a
bellows valve is that it should have a back-up stem
seal to prevent catastrophic leakage if the bellows
does fail. All bellows valves in the CANDU reactors
have a redundant packed stem seal.
In the Bruce-A CANDl' reactors (4 x 750 MW
(electrical) units), a further innovation reduced total
valve maintenance and leakage when boiler and pump
isolation valves were eliminated. Although some
maintenance facility on pumps and boilers is lost,
system availability is unaffected.

CONTROL PACKING LEAKAGE
Large gate valves must still have a packing sealed
stem. Douglas Point and Pickering reactors have many
large gate valves, so AECL was forced to learn how to
control packing leakage. Development and application effort revealed the information and solution
summarized in Table 2. Development engineers had

TABLE 2
Valve Packing Test Results —
Important Facts and Decisions
Important Facts
1. Packing materials can
change properties with
time at operating
conditions.
2. Packing materials
consolidate under
sustained load in a
predictable manner.

.'. Leakage can be
controlled hv controlling applied
packing stress.
4. The valve industry
has no strict, mutual
standard for stem
seal design.

the following
technology:

Decisions
Choose a material
which remains stable
for a long time.

Provide a springloaded device for
the packing which
is capable of maintaining load at an
acceptable level.

Issue a detailed
stuffing box
specification.

responsibilities for

valve

packing

(a) through tests and theory, establish relationship;
for sealing! 1 ).
(b) test prototypes(-)
(c) apply technology to chronic problems in the
field! 3.4)
(d) transfer technology to the valve industry.
(e) assist in updating
cation (5)

the AECL valve specifi-

For the main development work, AECL chose a
packing of woven construction containing chrysolite
asbestos, Inconel reinforcing wire, graphite, and zinc
dust as a corrosion inhibitor. Since it is quite stable in
the water conditions of the CANDU reactors, it will
remain the AECL reference material for isolation
valves in the primary heat transport system.
Tests revealed (hat leakage is a function of applied
packing stress* 1). The form of the relationship is

(I - Ko" giam/day
where

G

= leakage rate, gram/day

K

= u proportionality constant

a

= applied axial packing stress. MPa

n

= a negative index.

The values of K and n depend somewhat on
operating conditions. Figure .?. which is for a particular set of conditions, shows that increasing packing
stress by a factor of Iwo reduces leakage by more
than 30U times. Clearly, packing stress must be
accurately controlled to keep leakage within desired
limits.
Packing materials consolidate undei load: liguie 4
shows how much occurs for the preferred packing.
The rate ol packing volume loss decreases rapidly and
approaches zero alter a lew Jays at operating
conditions if load is maintained with springs.
1

TEST CONDITIONS
• WATER PRESSURE

6 90 MPo

. WATER TEMP

• VALVE STEM DIA

1588mm

• PACKING WIDTH £ 35..-<n

263 C

t PACKING MATERIAL - WOVfcN CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS
REINFORCED WITH INCONEL WIRE IMPREGNATED WITH
GRAPHITE
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Figure 4—

L

Packing consolidation undei load and in
service

Belleville springs were chosen for convenience:
they can be tailored to a variety ol applications
simply by adding or removing washers and by
changing the slacking arrangement. Spring washers
from several manufacturers have been calibrated in
various stacking arrangements" 1 '. Relaxation of the
spring materials at elevated temperature can be
compensated lor when selecting Belleville springs foi
a particular service. The spring-loaded system is
designated live-loaded packing.
Live-loaded packing design is simighifoiv.ard: a
detailed procedure ha^ been established'7''. Based on
the maximum allowable gland leakage rate. A LCI
specifies maximum and minimum packing stresses as
well as the expected amount ot packing consiilidation. Then the valve designer can select the correct
springs from calibration curves. Detailed dimensions
for components in 'he stem seal area are also specified by AI£CL.
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Figure 'A — Leakage rate versus applied packing stress

Many tests simulating plant operating conditions
have been done at A LCI. on valve stuffing boxes both
with and without live-loading. Results support the
live-load concept. The valves with no live-loading
often leaked 1000 times more than the valves with
live-loading. Reapplying the initial load to the
standard valves has no lasting effect on icduction ol
the high leak rates. With live-loading, leakage can be
kept below 10 g d even on stem diameters of
7d mm'-I.
The laboratory proven concept has been supported
by field applications. It was necessary to repair
chronically leaking stem seais on laige gate valves at
Douglas Point. Development engineer* had responsibility foi the first repair jobs. This direct contact

OXIDIZED Z r - 2 |
VALVE STEM

j

technique was ieceleraicd becatise chronic problems
were solved. For economic reasons, live-loading is
now a requirement on packed Canadian nuclear
valves; at Pickering, the estimated saving is
S3.000.000 per year
D.F. Uix'in
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Doubt. G.I . "'Reference Book for Design ol Valve
Packings. Sealing High Temperature Water",
.•li'iim/c /•.'IIITKV <>f Ciiiiada Limited.
Report

;RAPHITE FOIL

Figure 5 - Uniti/ed live-loaded packing for control valves
established :i strong peisonal ^->•iimiiinicalioii link
between Held engineers with the problem and
development cnginecis will; the M ikn i>.n. Later
repairs were earned oiii by field peisciiinel with
development people acting in an advi-oiy capacity.
Packing leakage is complc'ely e"iitn>lled on the
repaired Douglas Point \.lives.
Lach IVkcruig rcacloi ha-. 4s laige isolation
valves, inn ihe stu! line !invi'^ on them cannot siippoi t
the dcsiied total load. \ ^ontpiomiscd live-load
design was adapted id all >.al\es eillier before the
K'ac'ois skirled up 01 ,hi>rlK jl'ier. liven wiliinul ill1.'
I'pisinuin VIL'SI^H. jxickina maniii'Mance is a laeto; ol
live less than the equivalent o n n c m i u n a ! valves at
Douglas IVmi.
At W k a i n ; . ' . 44 tontrol vahes on heavy water
service were modified to irworpoiate a laboratory
proven, live-loaded, cartridge packini; (I iuurc 5).
leakage from lh''se valves is noi a problem and
iiKiiiuenunec is al least a laetoi ol' 1U less than that
experienced on c->nventini,al eontiol valves in
Douglas l'..int< s >.
We have liansl'circd live-loaded packing techiii)|og\ and other improved features lo all valve
companies selected as suppliers lor the C'ANDU
reactors. Many inami!actiirers now oiler live-loaded
packing as an option.
The technical breakthrough was in understanding
how to control packing leakage. Acceptance of the

2. Pothier. N.Li. "Performance Testing of Prototype
1 ive 1 oaded Packed Stem Seals for Large Cia'.e
Valves in Pressurized Hot Water". Proceedings of
the 7th International Conference on Fluid
Scaling, Paper G I. September, l°75, Nottingham.
United Kingdom.
.s. Dixon. D.I". "Valves lor Primary Heat Transport
Systems for Canadian Power Reactors". Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-3N58.
March I"71.
4. Wolfe, W.A. and Nieuwhof, G.W.E. "AHCI.'s
Reliability and Maintainability Progiam". Atomic
h'ncrxy of Canada Limited, Report AUC'L-5504.
May l')7c.
5. Atomic Hnergy of Canada Limited Nuclear Valve
Specificaiion. Unpublished.
i). Pothier. N.I-.. "Observed Load Deflection Characteristics of Belleville Springs Under Static Loads
at Room and Elevated Temperature". Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-5505.
March ll)76.
7. Pothicr. N.li. "The App'i.-alion of Belleville
Springs as Energy Storage Devices on Packed
Stem Seals in CANDU Power Reactor Service."
Prepared for The Third Symposium on Engineering Applications of Solid Mechanics. June.
1"76, AECL-5555.
X. Ross-Ross. P.A., Adams. E.J.; Dixon. D.I", and
Metcalfe. R. "Performance and Reliability of
Primary Circuit Components in CANDL' Reactors". Proceedings of the First European ,\nclear Conference. April. ! U 75.

ON-LINE CHEMICAL CONTROL,
REACTORS & HEAVY WATER PLANTS
Close control of the chemistry of operating fluids
is required in both nuclear power and heavy water
plants to ensure proper operation of the system, and
extremely low corrosion of components. Usually,
on-line instrumentation is necessary to provide data
for close control. Chemical engineers at Chaik River
are continually developing new applications for
commercial instruments or modifying such equipment to meet the stringent demands of the nuclear
industry.

Nuclear power and heavy water production plants
are very complex and expensive facilities. They
contain many water and gas systems which operate to
different chemical specifications. In many cases
control of the chemistry within a narrow range is
mandatory and on-line analysis tin a continuous or
semi-continuous basis is required to provide sufficient
data to maintain this close control and to avoid the
many man-hours required if the analyses were done in
the laboratory, l-'or this purpose, well-established
commercial instruments are used where applicable,
bin olten development work is requiied to modify
such equipment or to produce new Jevices to handle
specila analytical situations.
Nuclear power plants must operate with a high
capacity factor. Down lime is very costly in terms of
electric power not produced. Any component failure
caused by corrosion from poor chemical control and
resulting in l ) , 0 leakage can cause a shutdown.
Potential sources of such trouble are the large boilers
with their miles of thin-walled tubes which have D 2 O
on one side and 1I2O on the oth;i. Boiler tube
liilures are generally initialed from the secondan
side and improper chemistry conditions are often the
cause.
The cost of reactor maintenance during shutdowns increases diastically i! high radiation fields
necessitate the iise •>!' j work force much larger than
normal to avoid oveiexposures. I'D minimize activity
transport problems and thus radiation Held buildup.
She ;'!i-.aliniiy and oxygen content of the primary
coolant must be carefully controlled

Heavy water production plants using the
1I:S-1I;O process also require careful control oi
chemistry as well as of physical parameters such as
temperature and How rates wheie variation outside
certain limits can greatly affect the production raie.
Because of its toxicity and obnoxious odour, release
of 11,S lo Ihe environment must be prevented. The
IliS content of waste water going to nearby bodies ol
fresh- 01 salt-water must be known at all times.
Obviously, on-line analysis must play a very
important role in the nuciear and l ) : 0 production
industries and the following specific examples are
given in illustration.

BOILING LIGHT WATER REACTOR AT
GENTILLY, QUEBEC (G-1)
This toiling light waler ic-aclo: contains several
examples of on-line chemical control. The primary
light water is continuously dosed with ammonia to
maintain a concentration of 15 lo 20 mg NII.,/kg
water. This is done >o provide a high pH in the
primary coolant, turbine and leedwaicr systems to
protect carbon steel and to prevent oxygen
production from water radiolysis in-core. Ihe
addition rate is controlled by a signal Irom a
conductivity cell. The ammonia concentration is also
monitored semi-conlinuously in five sample streams
using j Technicon Auioanalyzerl' t. A second
Technicon measures chloride in the same sample
streams to detect any buildup in the primary coolant
due to a condenser leak.

As Ihis direct c\cle bi'ilinu. water reactor does not
use ion exchange lo purify the leedwater. condenser
leaks must be delected and located immediately. For
this purpose a sodium specific ion electrode is used
for continuous monitoring of the sodium
concentration in the condensate. This is a more
sensiii\e method than following chloride buildup in
the primary coolant.

CANADA
DEUTERIUM
NIUM-PRESSURIZED HEAVY
REACTORS

URAWATER

In ihe primary beavv water o>o!ani in Canada
Deuleiiuin I'ranium-PressLiri.'ed Heavy Water reactors
the coiiceiilialiou of dissolved 1); is monitored
within specified limits lo keep I he dissolved 0.- level
below 111 JJ..: kg I").I). This icquircs the continuous or
hatch addition of II. or I), to the coolant. To
facilitate the gas atiaKsCs lequired. each station was
equipped with a gas stripper to remove dissolved gas
lioin a coolant sample stream and pass it lo a process
gas chromaiograph. Difficulties with the operation of
a rotary-type gas snipper necessitated development ol
a simpler stripper with no moving pans. Two versions

are shown in Figure 1. In each the same principle
applies, i.e.. the heavy water sample Hows at about 2
em'/min down a fine mesh screen exposing a thin
film of water with a large surface area to a
counlercurrent (low of stripping gas (about 4
cni'/min). A prime requirement of any gas stripper is
that the water and gas flow rates be as constant as
possible with a minimum of adjustment. Pressure
reduction and How control are achieved with a
wire-in-capillary device (Figure 2). This design
permits the How rale to be varied by changing the
ienglh of wire within the capillary. Development
work is in progress lo apply a hot palladium lube lo
separate D> in the stripped gas from any He present
which would then permit continuous measurement of
the deuterium concentration from the output of a
thermal conductivity cell.
The process gas chronuitograph refeired to in the
pievious paragraph is also used to measure automatically at several sample points the D; and 0 ;
concentrations in the helium cover gas in the
moderator system. Such measurements are essential
lo ensure that the explosive limit is not approached in
the cover «as.

ENLARGED VIEW
ON ARROW A
YATABE GAS STRIPPER

Figure 1 (a) - Gas stripper

Figure 1(b) - Gas stripper

stieam lo a holding lagoon oi actuate- addition ol an
oxidanl to destroy Ihe I K S .
The toxicily and obnoxious odour of I K S
necessitates very careful control ol any lelease lo the
environment. All plants have commercial insliuinenls
10 monitor the I K S content in air and these aie
connected lo alarm systems. In addition. Ihe heavy
walei plan! al (ilace Bay. Nova Scotia, is ringed with
propane burners which auioiiKilicalk ignite lo
provide rising hot air lo dissipate any II..S released

Figure 2 — Capillary
How contiollei

M
Anotlk'i important application of on-line anil\ Ms
is lo monitor 1110 concentration of additives in I he
secondary cooling water, i.e.. in leedwalci and boilei
water. Recently I IK1 recommended hoilei water
choniishy has been changed tinni "congrucni
phosphate" lo "all volatile". Only volatile chemicals,
such as hydia/ine and inorplioliiic 01 cyclohc\\ Iainiiic. are added except when, al coastal stations,
condenser lube failures allow sea-walet mi.' the
system when a rclum lo congiueut phosphale
chemistry will he made until the leak is isolated. A
large program is undetway al the Whiteshell Nuclear
Research Hslahlishinent. l'inawa. Manitoba, lo
develop automatic contiol lor the chemistry of
secondary water in future CANIH'-PIIW reactors.
Addition rates ol chemicals will be contiolted Irom
results of automatic analyses.

The deuterium concentration in water al vanous
stages in ihe pioeess mils! be determined toi mass
balance and inventory purposes. Pieseiitly. manual
melhods ot sampling ai':d analysis aie used. Mass
speclioineteis measiiie low deuleiium conceniiatious
while inliared insliumeuls are used ioi inieimediale
ami high concentration ranges. On-line analysis
lechniques used lor the highly msiiuuiented touei al
Bruce will soon be extended lo routine measurements
at all plants.
Many problems in heavy walei production are
related lo leedwaler quality. The oxygen conceutiatiou must be reduced sufficiently in the vacuum
degassei lo prevent oxidation ot IKS lo sulphur to
avoid fouling problems. Inefficient clanlier operation
can lead to foaming problems. Impioper p l l ol the
v.ats'r enleiing the towers can cause excessive corrosion, deposition of hardness salts, or incomplete
stripping of I I : S I'IUIII the effluent. Thus, on-line
auaUlicd insl:MTionialion is invaluable in ihe tecdwaler svsieni and commercial units aie used to
monitor turbidity. (!_• and p l l .
These few examples have been cited to ilnsli.iie
the importance ol' on-line chemical control to S.MINlaclon opoialion ol nuclea! powci and heavy walci
production plants. While much has already been
accomplished in liiis field, lurlhei automation is siill
needed and Ihe work lo develop and apply new
insliumenls continues. As knowledge ot Ihe
chemistry of these complex systems glows the
chemical specifications become tighlei and lighiei
increasing the need lor accurate, reliable on-line
measurements.
CM.

HEAVY WATER PRODUCTION PLANTS
Heavy water production plants utili/ing the
l l . S - l l . O system icquire careful monitoring of ualci
I'llluents beloie they are returned to neaiby bodies ot
Itcsh- o! sal;-watei. Iwpc/imenlal work at ( K \ l ' - I
showed that a sulphide specific ion electrode could he
used satisfactory lo measure continuously the I1 ; S
content of efnuenl watet streams, and comineicial
units ;ne in opeialion al all plants. A signal indicating
loo liiuh a sulphide concentration eilbei diveits the

"10

Allison
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NON-PSST£UCTIVE TESTING
AT CHAllv KlVER
In 1969 Chalk River recognized the need for a
strong group skilled in non-destructive test procedures. Within two years a new branch called
Quality Control Branch was staffed and working. This
branch engages in all aspects of non-destructive
testing including development of new techniques,
new applications of known technology, and special
problems in support of operating reactors.

The Quality Control Branch al the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories was formed in l°7l in response
to more stringent requirements lor pie-service and
in-service inspection of nuclear plants. In particular,
the publication in l l )70 of a new section of the
ASM I- Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Section
XI, In-service Inspection of Nuclear Reactor Coolant
Systems) for light water reactors, caused the
Canadian Aioinic Hnergy Control Board to require
more slr-ingeiH in-service inspection of CANDl'
(Canada Deuterium Uranium) reactors. The consequences were far reaching, affecting the design,
manufacture, and operation of CANDU reactor
components. In l'>75 the Canadian requirements for
periodic inspection of nuclear plants were documented in CSA N2S5.4. Periodic Inspection of
CANDU Nuclear Power Plant Components. The
branch engages in all aspects of non-destructive
testing, including development of new techniques,
applications of existing methods, and routine shop
inspection. There are eight professionals in the
branch, bringing together specialists in non-destructive test ing, metallurgy, a, d computer technology, and
generalists in physics and engineering. They are
supported by eight technologists and six shop inspectors. After four years of problem solving at the
CANDU reactor sites and heavy water plants this
highly skilled team has accumulated a depth and
breadth of experience not obtainable within the
confines of the laboratory. The urgent demands of
the Pickering. Bruce, and Gentilly generating stations
have resulted in highly directed development programs bounded by compressed time schedules.

During the past year the problem of detecting and
evaluating cracks in pressure Ubes has taken priority
over all others. When the magnitude of the problem
al Pickering Unit 3 first became apparent in September il)74, non-destructive methods for inspecting
pressure lubes in the reactor and in the laboratory
were quickly developed. Radioactivity was the main
source of difficulty in both cases. Laboratory specimens had to he inspected under water or behind
shielding by remotely controlled devices; installed
pressure tubes had to be inspected remotely because
of high radiation fields in the reactor vault.
Ultrasonic and eddy current scanning systems
were designed, built, and tested in record time. The
ultrasonic transducers, eddy current probes, and basicinspection techniques were all conventional; hence
our main contribution was in automating the
scanning mechanisms and data recording systems for
remote operation and readout. Transducers and
probes were moved by electric motors controlled by
logic circuits. Instrument signals and probe position
data were continuously recorded on magnetic tape or
paper charts. It was essential that the equipment
perform reliably when operated by relatively unskilled personnel on a three shift schedule, and
equally important that the inspection records be
easily interpreted and free from error.
This job and others at reactor sites have confirmed the main objectives of the branch, i.e.. to
apply conventional non-destructive techniques to the
special problems of nuclear plants and to transfer the
resulting technology to the nuclear industry. In
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effect, the laborious manual methods of ultrasonic
and eddy current inspection arc being replaced by
computer methods. More important, the traditional
advantage of radiography, the permanent film record,
is being challenged by greatly improved methods for
storing, displaying and printing out ultrasonic and
eddy current signals. The individual skill of the field
inspector is no longer as important as it was, provided
he is supervised by a specialist who can interpret tiie
magnetic tape and paper chart records.
The trend to computerization is widespread and
no doubt will continue. A furtner development is to
analyse the data by mini-computer in real time, in
which case the knowledge and skill of the non-destructive testing expert must be programmed into the
computer. The transition to fully automated analysis
will not be sudden or complete; it will take place
gradually as confidence and experience accumulate.
This experience must come simultaneously from field
studies and the laboratory.
The Chalk River team is well equipped to solve
difficult problems on short notice and has had
considerable success in transferring non-destructive
testing technology to the nuclear industry. Although
our emphasis has been on short-term goals directly
related lo ihe CANDU program, we have successfully
applied advanced technology, such as acoustic
emission, lo determine the crack initiation process in
Pickering pressure tubes.
There are no Canadian manufacturers of nondestructive testing instruments and little incentive for
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most industries to spend any money on advanced
inspection methods. With the exception of the aircraft industry and the nuclear industry, traditional
shop inspection is generally adequate. As a result,
design engineers and production managers for the
most part have had no training in the theory and
application of non-destructive testing and rely
entirely on tradesmen inspectors. In the nuclear
industry this situation is n<i longer satisfactory. There
is already a strong reaction from one manufacturer
who claims that new ultrasonic inspection standards
specified hy the customer are resulting in unnecessary
and undesirable weld repairs.
Our Chalk River experience in exposing development engineers to intensive training in non-destructive testing leads to the observation that many design
engineers and maintenance engineers would benefit
greatly from similar training. In order to specify
reasonable inspection standards for manufactured
components and exercise sound engineering judgment
in specifying periodic inspection procedures for
operating components, a detailed technical knowledge of modem non-destructive testing methods is
essential. The consequences of production delays and
in-service failures are now so costly that prime
responsibility for inspection procedures can no longer
be delegated to the shop floor inspector.
J.W. Ililborn

DEVELOPMENT OF HEAT EXCHANGERS
FOR NUCLEAR SERVICE
Nuclear service imposes constraints on heat
exchangers more severe than normal commercial
practice. Development of design techniques to
improve the safety, economics, and reliability of heat
exchangers is pursued by the Engineering Research
Branch at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories.

Certain components, e.g.. tube-in-shell heat exchangers, are regarded as conventional equipment
because nl' I heir widespread use in industry. When
incorporated into CANDU (Canada Deuterium
Uranium) nuclear power plants they are subjected to
design constraints nut commonly applied for general
industrial use: in particular, minimum lube side
volume (because of the high cost of heavy water) and
ultra-reliability. The first constraint leads the designer
towards small-diameter tubes in close-packed lattices,
arrangements which are prone to tube vibration, in
conflict with the second constraint.

the exciting force distribute. \ in terms i.i[ frequency
spectrum and longitudinal and circumferential
correlation. Twv liase tests of a similar nature will
be carried out soon in a new air-water facility under
construction at C'RNL (Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories). Figure 1 shows a preliminary test, in which
lube response was measured, in a small air-water
facility.

The I ngineering Research Branch has a program
of work, both in-home and under contract, directed
toward providing design techniques to accurately
estimate the degiee of mbe vibration and its consequences such as fretting. 1 his program includes
studies of tube excitation in liquid and two-phase
cross How
studies of the response of multi-spun tubes with
various support arrangements
development of a three-dimensional thermal
hydraulic computer program for estimating boiler
internal flow conditions in detail
model studies of the distribution of How in heat
exchangers and boilers
studies of the fretting process.
The study ol tube excitation in liquid cross How
is underway at the University of Ottawa under
contract. Different arrays (i.e.. square and Iriangulai
lattices of various pitcli:diameter ratio) are mounleu
in a water tunnel. Specially instrumented lubes give

Figure 1 — Rig for examining the vibration of tubes in
two-phase cross flow
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The response of multi-span lubes has been
measured in both basic and field experiments.
Detailed studies on single lubes immersed in a (rough
using a mechanical transfer function analyser have
shown how tubes excited al one point dissipate the
motion by distributed structural and fluid damping.
Tests at manufacturers' shops during construction
have shown how real assemblies differ fioin ideal,
simply supported U-hends. Field tests during the
commissioning ol station heat exchangers have
provided additional data on fluid damping (besides
furnishing checks on oui overall design analysis).
To calculate How velocities and qualities throughout the secondary side volume in a nuJeai steam
generator has been, until recently, a formidable task
involving various successive estimates. A large and
sophisticated computer code is being developed for
the CANDU line of boilers: it is based on an initial
program developed under contract by CHAM Ltd. in
the U.K. Previously we had to rely on model studies
to give the distribution of How in complex
geometries, but we expect the computer code will
handle any conceivable arrangement, when fully
developed and tested.
The more probable damage from tube vibration in
C'ANDU heat exchangers and steam generators is tube
fretting at the support plates, ultimately causing a
loss of heavy water into either cooling water or
steam. The relation between melal wear rate and tube
vibratory motion is complex and affected by the type
and condition of the contacting materials, the
environment and the nature and degree of the
vibratory motion. A number of experiments have
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heat

exchanger

tubes vibiating ivithm support

been run. both at CI'NL and under contract at
Westinghouse Canada Limited, figure 2 slums iwo
lest rigs al the left, where test specimen tubes are
vibrated within simulated plates suppoiled h\ linn
pillars on each rig: acceleromeiers and force tiansducers indicate the nature of the intermittent
contacts: the technician at the right adjusts a similar
lest machine contained within an autoclave where the
2d 1 C" steam environment of a CANDl' boiler is
simulated.
The items ol' this program have much in common
with corresponding ilems in sin Mar programs on fuel
vibration. The techniques developed have also proved
useful in other johs. for example in measuring the
damping of a 122 m Hare stack at the Glace Ba>
Heavy Water Plant or in determining the :ause ol
cracks in a steam discharge line within a condenser.
Our work in the Lngineering Research Branch is
not complete until our technology has been transferred to industry. One very successful exercise was
the development of tube plugging proced ires for
Pickering Sleam Generator.
In late January 1474 the No. 2 unil at the
Pickering Generating Station shut down because an
increasing leakage of the reactor heal transpen heavy
water into the turbine steam system in boil.-r No. 7
was approaching an uneconomic level, where the cost
of lost heavy waler would exceed the inc emenlal
cost of power from another source in the Ontario
Hydro system. Fortunately procedures for such a
contingency were in an advanced state of development, and transfer ol technology had been incorporated in the development program. A team trained

platif

Figure 3 - This photo, taken during a repair exercise in
unit 4 prior to commissioning, illustrates the difficult
working conditions. The woikman is about to enter the
boiler head via the 15 inch diameter manway

in ihe various repair aspects of leaking lube identification, inspection, plugging and testing within the
radioactive and confined environment of a boiler
head (see Figure .i) was immediately available. Within
live days the unit was back mi line; the leak (a hole
approximately .2.54 mm in diameter) had been found
within the 2(>00 lubes totalling IX5Xin: of surface,
plugged and tested.
The five-day period was considerably shorter than
foi any previous comparable repair of a nuclear steam
generator. Here we started to prepare for tube
plugging two years previously, when we initiated the
development program outlined in Figure 4. The plan
recognized that the maintenance of a specialist repair
team was more logically an activity for which the
boiler manufacturer should be responsible than the
station operator: the manufacturer is concerned
about the lifetime integrity nf his product, and his
direct involvement in any failures would ensure
feedback into new design and construction.
Accordingly, the manufacturer of the Pickering
boilers (Babcock and vVileox Canada Ltd. (B&W
Canada)) undertook to develop, under contract to
CRNL. most of the hardware required. CRNL was
responsible for the general direction of the program
and also for metallurgical appraisal of the plugs,
leaking tube identification, proof testing and protective clothing.

Within a year the essential parts of the plug
program had been completed. An explosive plug with
but tiny, rate and energy release tailored to weld itsell
into the tubes without overstraining the tubesheet
ligaments had been developed at B&W Canada.
Methods of finding tubes with very small leaks using
fluorscein and ultraviolet light, and of marking the
two ends of the failed U-tube by shooting a tethered
shuttle through the tube had been devised at Chalk
River. Detailed time and motion studies on a mockup
of the boiler head had shown how the operations
should be broken down to keep the exposure of the
repair team within safe limits.
While these procedures were being developed, an
eddy current scanning system for inspecting fulllength tubes from the inside bore was being
developed at CRNL. When a technical difficulty
concerned with Monel alloy (the material of the
Pickering boiler tubes) was overcome it was decided
that scanning should be included in the boiler repair
procedure to identify the nature of the leak and to
find incipient tube failures. B&W Canada entered into
a further cooperative development contract on this
topic, and attached an engineer to CP.NL for a year
to learn the technical details of eddy current flaw
detection. On his return to B&W Canada, Cambridge,
he developed the field procedures for inspecting the
Pickering boiler tubes and trained technicians to
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I'PGS Bleed
Cooler
Repair
(5eot 1973)

B8W

Figure 4 — Outline of Pickering G.S. repair procedures development (time scale indicated by vertical arrows)

operate equipment they had acquired and to interpret
the eddy current signals.
As noted on the outline diagram (Figure 4). we
experienced a leak in a bleed cooler at the Douglas
Point Generating Station in September 1973. This
could have been handled by conventional hand
welding of plugs, but we applied the procedures
under development. This resulted in a minor
economy in cost, and at the same time provided a
valuable test of all the procedures, including the eddy
current scan.
Ontario Hydro now contract directly with B&W
Canada to provide the tube plugging service for both
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their Pickering and Bruce stations, on a five-year
renewable basis. B&W Canada have undertaken a
number of heat exchanger eddy current surveys and
plugging repairs for various companies around the
world, in the chemical industry as well as in nuclear
stations: this has given them wider experience and has
generated revenue for the company. AECL has noted
that new designs of boiler, notably for our bOO
MW(electrical) stations, have improved provision for
maintenance.
R.I. Hodge
D.G. Dairym pie

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL
EQUIPMENT AT CRNL
The Plant Design Division at the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories provides a design service to the
Research and Development effort at Chalk River.
Severe constraints, both environmentally and spatially, are placed on the design of special equipment.
Several examples are given. Finally, the use of automated drafting systems is described.
Die main function of the Phut Design Division
nl' the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) is to
design the equipment that is not available commercially, but that is required for the research program.
Most research establishments have engineering offices
that carry out this function.
1. We arc concerned with '"one-off" facilities, which
means that we cannot afford to spend too much
effort on optimisation.
2. Our approach is multi-disciplinary because our
customers are multi-disciplinary. This means that
we must usually employ generalise, but we can
get expert advice from a wide variety of
speciali/ed researchers.

loaded by a hydraulic bellows, and with a calibrated
How nozzle to sense specimen strain.
Induced radioactivity means that much of the
equipment we use must be handled remotely, and
appropriate provisions must be made during design
for "hands-off" maintenance. As an example, Figure
2 shows part of a line of glove boxes in which ceramic
fuel elements are fabricated and installed in Zircaloy
sheaths, in a carefully ventilated and filtered environment. The starting material is finely divided plutonium oxide, which is toxic. The rubber gloves are

3. We can call on powerful computing facilities, and
on a large body of expert analysts.
What are our special strengths and problems,
and where can we profitably exchange experiences
with other Canadian industries.'
We habitually deal with a very hostile environment. In our experimental reactors, high neutron and
p i B i u photon fluxes, fairly high temperatures and
rather agressive fluids limit design options, particularly in the choice of materials. For instance, inreactor instrumentation must usually be assembled
from ceramic-insulated metallic-sheathed thermocouples and strain gauges, nozzles for measuring How
or proximity, and sample lines. These elements can be
permuted to make a wide variety of gauges. Using
them we have developed creep machines, fatigue
machines, and controlled strain rate tensile testers to
operate at temperatures and fluxes typical of reactor
channels, and packaged them -it the bottom of a hole
4 m long and d5 mm in diameter. The array of
instrumented specimens is inevitably rather delicate.
Figure 1 shows some low cycle fatigue specimens

I'i.

Figure 1 — Low cycle fatigue apparatus for in-reactor
service
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Figure 3 —Mock-up of a machine to repair seals in the
NRU calandria
and .1 in long. The machine was used to inspect the seal
surlaces visually, to measure their profiles by a stylus,
and to grind and hone them where necessary. With
the aid ol equipment like this we have been able to
change the calandria of the N R l ' reactoi once and
Figure 2 — Glove boxes for assembly of fuel elements
used in maintenance operations rather than routine
processing and give protection Irom the non-penetrating alpha emissions from the radioactive oxide.
Fairly soon we will need to decide how such a facility
could best he developed to handle fuel which has
significant penetrating gamma activity. Surgical
rubber glows oiler very little protection in this case,
so one has a choice between a line arranged similarly
to that in Figure 2 but with maslei-slave manipulators
replacing the gloves, or a line in a completely shielded
room which an operator can only visit in a mobile
shielded cage carrying its own manipulators and a
hoist. We would be very interested in an exchange of
experience with the manufacturers in the pliaunaceutical or biomedical industries who handle toxic
materials in similar processes.
We are often forced by the massive shielding of an
experimental reactor, to work through long, small
diameter holes, on quite complicated maintenance
jobs at the other end. For instance. Figure 3 shows a
mock-up of the machine which was used to repair
two .V5 m diameter seals between the cylindrical side
wall and the end shields of the NRU reactor calandria
which is 3.5 in in diameter and 3 mhigh. The machine
was installed through a 120 mm diameter axial hole
4 ni loim. and some radi:1! boles ,i()0 m in diameter
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that of NRX twice.
Because of the bulk and cost of concrete
shieldhg. we have to package any equipment which
may temporarily contain radioactive fluids very
compactly. Figure 4 shows a model o( a room 3.5 x
.1.5 x d in which contains S MW of two-phase heat
transfer equipment including two sets ol circulating
pumps, jet condensers, ion exchange purification
systems and control systems. The biggest pieces ol

Figure 4 — Model of two-phase equipment tor a reactor
experiment

equipment are a 4 MW secondary steam generator and
two electrically fired, natural convection, boilers of 2
MW. each.

but it is designed to operate on three-dimensional
images rather than the two-dimensional ones of the
ADS.I I).

Although our ("unction is primarily to provide a
design service to the Research and Development
Brandies, we have other secondary functions. We
maintain a small electrical laboatory where equipment of our own design or specification is tested.
Such equipment is normally intended for data
gathering, logical control, etc. We also have an obligation to investigate new design techniques.

There are many varieties of computer codes in
which functions of geometric parameters are in the
input and output data. In those codes the input and
output can best be related to the geometry by
drawing an appropriate picture, and there are many
kinds of "computer graphics" packages to do the
drawing. "Automated drafting" is a much more
narrowly defined field than "computer graphics".
The data il handles is wholly geometric, and the
purpose of the system is to generate the data with the
least, and most convenient, input from the operator.

These two secondary functions taken together
result in our being interested in automated drafting
systems. We have recently purchased such a system
from Applicon. It is basically similar to the Advanced
Design System (ADS) supplied by tl>e same organization to our Electronics Branch several years ago.

Jk.

Provided that the system produces adequate art
work, it pays for itself by reducing drafting manhours. The saving depends primarily on the amount

P.:

•

Figure 5 - F l o w sheet produced by automated drafting equipment
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surface, or will draw a view looking along any
specified axis.
In some circumstances the output can be more
valuable lhan the manual output of a draftsman. The
art work shown in Figure 5 is more uniform and
consequently more reproducible than manual output,
and it is apt to be more accurate. This accuracy was a
main consideration in the purchase of the ADS
system by the Electronics Branch, as they use the
machine to prepare masters for photo-etching
miniature components. We have made tentative
arrangements with AECL's Commercial Products
Division to use tapes prepared by our system on their
numerically controlled machine tools.

Figure 6 — Visual display on automated drafting equipment

of duplication involved in a given drawing, as the
machine only needs to he told what to reproduce.
Clearly t has a big advantage when producing close
copies, as for instance when making metric versions
nf imperial drawings, or putting French text on an
English original, or making minor modifications lo a
previously constructed original. It can also he fairly
economical in producing, for the first time, a drawing
with i list of repealed symbols such as the flow sheet
shown in Figure 5.
O n invcslmenl in the equipment will be largely
juslifi:d iiy the pfmluctimi of drawings, but we have
a continuing interest in investigating other areas in
which the machine can save time. For instance it will
un demand disptay a variety of orthographic projections, isometric objections, or perspectives ol the
image in its memory. For many purposes isometrics
or perspectives are preferred lo orthographic
drawings, but any one such view can he ambiguous
and is quite likely to he confusing. The machine
allows the viser to select one or more views, and to
rotate them at will, '.o show features in which he is
interested. Quite often clearness and assessihility are
features which govern a design; the machine will, on
demand, specify the distances from a point to a
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One major advantage of automation in this application is that one can avoid errors in translating data
from one foim to another. We would he very interested in discussing with other industrial organizations ways in which this equipment can be used to
advantage. Figure d shows a terminal in use. It is clear
that any technically trained and interested person
could use it after a few hours of instruction.
We hope to have developed, fairly soon, packages
of codes which will produce drawings, engineering
analyses, parts lists etc. for situations with which we
deai frequently. Ventilation ducting, and process
piping will certainly be high on the list ot topics for
consideration. Just how far one can automate the
piocess of convening a How sheet into shop drawings,
performance and cost data, is a question that can
only he answered in the light of experience. For
instance, algorithms exist which give satisfactory
designs for the connections ol a series ol points on
printed circuit boards, but can suitable rules be
developed for the three-dimensional routing of
ventilation ducts? We wait to see.
B. Godden
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LOW LEAKAGE
MECHANICAL JOINT DEVELOPMENT
To enable components such as pumps in nuciear
power stations to be removed for service, designers
have used gasketted mechanical joints. Low leakage
maintenance-free joints are required. Chalk River
engineers determined the necessary parameters by
research and development to ensure mechanical joints
of the desired standard.

INTRODUCTION
Economic operation of the CANDU (Canada
Deuterium Uranium) Nuclear Power Generation
system requires that losses of the heavy water
moderator and coolant be minimized. liarly operating
experience at the Douglas Point Generating Station (a
200 M\V(electrical) CANDU-Pll\V(Pressurized Heavy
Water) reactor) revealed that much of the heavy
wat:r upkeep cost was due to substantial leakage
from mechanical joints, mainly between valve bodies
and bonnets similar to the boiler isolation valve
shown in Figure 1. Apart from lost production,
substantial costs were incurred, because of the incteased difficulty of repair in radiation fields, in
replacing those gaskets which were leaking severely.
For example, regasketting two primary heat transport
system boiler isolation valves in October 1970 required about 30 man-rem (rem a measure of biological damage from radiation) exposure, an
estimated cost of SI50,000.
One might legitimately raise the question of why,
in a complex system such as a nuclear power station,
mechanical joints should be used at all. The answer is
that in many applications, hermetic alternatives such
as welded or seal welded joints or one-piece valve
bodies can and should be utilized. In other cases a
component can be omitted entirely without jeopardizing station operating flexibility. There remain,
however, a number of valves, pumps, heat exchangers
and other components in each station where the
required or expected frequency of maintenance or
inspection dictates that the component be readily
openable. Gasketted joints are the preferred solution
in these instances.

The performance of any gaskettej joint can be
judged by two criteria: the leakage from the joint
must remain at an acceptable level over its lifetime,
and the gasket life must be such that the gasket does
not require replacement except when the component
is opened for maintenance or inspection.

Figure 1 — Double gasketted boiler isolation valve at
Douglas Point Generating Station
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In more specific terms, for a typical mechanical
joint in a CANDU system tins requires leakage of not
more than lOg/d over a five-year life.
At an early phase of the mechanical joint improvement •,)rugram, several joints, including thin
metal gask.'ls, self energizing metal seals, and spiral
wound, :-.ihestos filled gaskets were evaluated. It soon
hecau1'. apparent that ihc spiral wound gaskel could
form a low leakage seal at primaiy heat transport
system fluid conditions. This was fortunate as many
of these gaskets were already in use. But as there were
also problems with joints using spiral wound gaskets,
it was apparent that further s'.udy was necessary to
find the parameters thai determine the ability of the
spiral wound gasket to seal a joint.

THE GASKET
A spiral wound gasket is formed by winding on a
mandrel, under tension, alternate plies of a preformed. V-shaped metal strip and a suitable filler
material. Several plies of metal without filler are used
on I he inside and outside of the gasket and are spot
welded to prevent unwinding. Type 304 stainless steel
is the most commonly used metal but gaskets can be
fabricated from a wide variety of metals and alloys.
C'hr.ysolile (Canadian) asbestos is the standard filler
material. Other fillers are available, including Crocidolile (Blue African) asbestos, rubber, pyrolitic
graphite, and PTFE (polyietrafluoroethylene).
Spiral wound gaskets are manufactured in sizes
ranging from less than 25 mm outside diameter to
more than .i()00 mm outside diameter. Thicknesses
range from 1.4 mm to 7.2 mm. The meta! strip in
sizes examined is about 0.18 mm thick, but Chrysotile asbestos filler thickness has heen noted to vary
from 0.4 mm to 0.8 mm. The gasket manufacturers
claim that by variation of the tensions and thicknesses
the compression properties ol the gasket can be controlled to suit the application. Most gaskets seem to
reach their recommended thickness at a mean contact
stress in the range of 70 to 150 MPa.

THE CODE
The application of various gasket types, including
spiral wound gaskets, is specified by the ASMli Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, in both Section 111
(nuclear vessels) and Section VII! (non-nuclear
vessels). The rules are basically identical for b.ith
sections. They are intended primarily to provide
safety against rupture. Experience has indicated that
these minimum specifications do not necessarily
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ensure a leakage rate sufficiently low to meet the
CANDU system requirements(').
In general the leakage performance of any gasket,
including the spiral wound type, is affected by several
parameters. These parameters include
1. the internal energy of the contained fluid.
2. the seating stress applied to the gaskel,
3. the operating stress applied to the gasket.
4. the gasket sea! surface finish.
5. the flange rotation,
d. the flange waviness,
7. the severity of service.
X. the gaskel construction.
The ASME Code simplifies this complex behavior
of gaskets by specifying only two properties; the
minimum initial seating stress and the Mtio of the
operating gasket stress to the fluid pressure. The Code
stales that the boh load applied to a gasket must be
W,,,i where
TTG2P
Wnl|=-

-+ 2irbGmP

...(1)

but should under no circumstances he less than W U ,T
where
li
w

= ;rbGy

...C)

ml

=

minimum required bolt load foi operating
conditions

Wni2

=

minimum required boll load for gasket
sealing

G

= diameter at location of gasket load reaction

P

= design pressure

b

= effective gasket width

m

= gasket maintenance or operating factor

y

= gaskel yield or seating factor

Thus the gasket stress required is assumed to be
constant at low pressure and linearly dependent upon
pressure at higher operating pressure. The effect of all
other parameters is ignored. For stainless steel and
asbestos spiral wound gaskets, the Code recommends
that m = 3 and y = 31.0 MPa. Use of these values,
luiwcver. generally leads to leakage in excess oi that
required for CANDU systems. More rigorous design
standards were therefore required lo be developed
and adopted.

THE PROGRAM
As the design of gasket ted joints to Code standards was considered inadequate to achieve the
required leakage rates, various test programs were
initialed to determine the effects of joint parameters
on gasket performance. Much of this work has been
performed on the test rigs shown in Figure 2. These
use load studs with strain gauges inserted lo measure
accurately the gasket load, while the leakage is
collected in a plastic bottle for weighing.
It was postulated initially that the gasket seal\i>g
stress, the seal surface finish and the incidence of
thermal cycles might be among the parameters having
a large effect on gasket performance. Measurements
of leakage at various gasket sealing stresses were made
with and without ihermal cycling using a smooth
gaskcl seat, about ().d-4 /jm RMS surface roughness,
and a phonographic seat, about I 2.7/am RMS surface
roughness. These roughnesses represented reasonable
limits |o the extreme finishes which might be
expected lo be used.
Analysis of the leakage measurements indicated
no significant effect on leakage attributable to
thermal cycling, other than a small non-repetitive
increase, probably due lo gasket relaxation, following
the first cycle. Analysis on the basis of seat surface
llnish is illustrated in Figure .\ Again the results
assign no significance lo the finish ol the gasket seat,
llowevci when leakage is analysed as a luuetiou ot
initial gaskcl seating stress, a strong correlation of ibc
form
v = A»h

Figure 2 — Test rigs for measurement of gasket leakage of
various gasket stresses
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is levealed, where I = leakage and o = initial gasket
seating stress. The exponent, h, in this function, as
illustrated in Figure 4, was found to he of the order
of -H). The consequence of such a sir Mig dependence
of leakage upon initial gasket sealing stress cannot be
overstated. Should a gasket subject lo this performance law be undepressed by ten percent, the
resulting leakage could be expected lo increase by a
factor of three.
It is conventional practice lo install spiral wound
gaskets in a restraining groove and then bring Ihc
hubs or flanges into metal-to-metal contact. This join!
configuration does not permit additional boll strain
upon application of hydrostatic pressure. Conversely,
it docs not permit the use of stored strain energy of
the bolting system lo compensate for the relaxation
in service of the gi...ket stress. This concept of load
maintenance, which has proven so valuable lor the
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Figure 3 — Correlation of leak rate for identical
gaskets on smooth and phonograph finish seats
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reduction of valve stem leakage.!-) was investigated
lor application to gaskelted joints. Wilh lull load
maintenance, reduction of leakage by a factor of
about ten has been achieved as shown in Figure 5. It
remains to be established, however, whether a
practical load maintenance system can achieve a
performance improvement at low leakage fewls
sufficient to warrant the increased hardware
complexity.
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In some applications, the double gaskelled joint
has found considerable favor. The Douglas Point
Generating Station boiler isolation valve shown in
Figure 1 has an inner or primary gaskel and an outer
or secondary gasket. In the event of failure of the
primary gaskel. the secondary gaskel is designed to
continue to seal until an orderly repair can be
arranged. The intra-gaskel space provides a convenient access point for collection of such leakage as
there may be across the primary gasket. The disadvantage of moving the primary gasket sufficiently far
inboard to allow room lor the seconeary gasket inside
the bolt circle is that the primary gasket reaction
fence creates a large flange rotational bending
moment which tends to unload the primary gaskel.
A lest program conducted on a 250 mm joint ef
this type has indicated that with careful, circumferentially uniform load application to the gaskets, leakage
can he reduced to the range ol about 5 g/d over a
period of one year. Leakage acceleration was in the
range of 5(g/d)/year. indicating that a controllable,
albeit higher than desirable, leak rate could he
achieved over a five-year gasket lifetime. To ensure
the accuracy and uniformity of gaskel stiess necessary to control leakage with these larger si/.e joints,
the use ot hydraulic stud telisioners. as shown in
Figure d has proven necessary. As much as a lenlold
leakage reduction during tests has been attributed to
the use of these tensioners.

1 1—I—I"

\ HITHOUT LOAD
' MAINTENANCE
\

SUMMARY

10

As a consequence of the development programs
conducted, certain recommendations lor design of
mechanical joints have been proposed. These include:
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Spiral wound gaskets filled with Chrysotile
asbestos are adequate for primary heat transport
system fluid conditions.

2.

Spiral wound gaskets should be seated under a
stress of 110 to 125 MPa for low leakage perlor
mance.

200

Figure 5 —Measured leakage from 130 mm
outside diameter spiral wound gaskets with
100%
load maintenance
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1.

Figure b — The use of hydraulic tensioners for uniform
loading of large gaskets.

.i.

Load maintenance, while perhaps reducing leakaye, introduces mure complex hardware, and is of
uiiproveii benefit.

4. Uniform circumferential load application requires
the use of hydraulic stud tensioncrs to ensure
satisfy -tory performance from large size mechanical joints.
VV.A. Crago
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS & SIMULATION
AT CHALK RIVER
AECL is dedicated to the production of safe and
reliable nuclear plants for electrical energy. More and
more we realize that good design concepts are
fundamental to safe and economical nuclear power
stations. One step towards the goal is the development of a Dynamic Analysis and Simulation Facility
at Chalk River.

INTRODUCTION
In March C'75. a faige. modern liyhrid (ana'og +
digital) computer facility, the Dynamic Analysis
Facility, was installed in the Dynamic Analysis Centre
of the Reactor Control Branch at the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories (C'RNL). The acquisition of this
computer facility represents a significant udditon to
ALCL's computational capabilities, particularly for
dynamic analysis/simulation, and we expect the new
facility will play an important role in the development of future CANDL1 (Canada Deuterium
Uranium) nuclear power plants and related nuclear
systems.
In this papei we
outline the role of dynamic analysis/simulation
within AL-CL
discuss briefly some recent dynamic analysis/
simulation studies in the Reactor Control Branch
atCRNL
describe the dynamic simulation facilities being
used hy the Branch, and
discuss the operation of the Dynamic Analysis
Centre and how it might be used by analysts from
outside the Reactor Control Branch and indeed,
outside AECL.

T H E ROLE OF D Y N A M I C ANALYSIS/SIMULATION WITHIN AECL
One goal of AECL is to develop nuclear power
plants for safe, economical, electrical power in
Canada. These plants are complex, mullicomponent.
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coupled systems, which contain many subsystems,
each with its own peculiar dynamic characteristics,
and all of which must operate in harmony if the
plants are to operate safely and reliably.
For economic reasons, the designs of nuclear
plants are evolving towards larger unit sizes, that must
operate closer to their design limits than ever before.
As these plants become larger, they become more
complex, move loosely coupled, hence inherently less
stable. Furthermore, we now believe that future
nuclear plants must be capable of ioad-fol|o\vin«. as
well as base-load operation. Thus, there is n definite
shift in emphasis from steady-state to dynamic operalion and. consequently, a greater need to understand
the dynamic characteristics of these large plants of
the future. This implies more detailed dynamic
analysis of advanced nuclear systems, so that the
control and safety systems required for safe and
reliable operation can be defined. We believe these
studies should be done during the conceptual design
of such systems as it is at this stage that undesireable
features can be weeded out and optimum designs
achieved.
Thus, we see an important role for dynamic
analysis/simulation within AECL. in the development
of new CANDl! power plants and other nuclear
complexes.

DYNAMIC
STUDIES

ANALYSIS/SIMULATION

I shall now outline briefly some dynamic analysis/
simulation studies that have been and are currently
underway in the Reactor Control Branch at CRNL.
Our goal is to develop control and safety system

strategies for advanced CANUU power plants. We
believe the best way to achieve this is to have a
detailed model of a CANDU nuclear generating
station, comprising all major subsystems, from the
reactor core to ihe electrical grid, and including the
digital control computer, on which we can develop
control system algorithms. The major subsystems of
such a model are
multi-zone reactor core (this is necessary to
model spatial reactor effects that become more
important as reactor cores increase in size)

the ABLW (Advanced Boiling Light Water cooled)
reactor
CANDU-Bl.W reactors having either
Pu-cnriched LiO2 fuel
-

bulk controllability, including frequency-response
and transient-response analyses'-')

To achieve an overall plant model we have
developed simulation modules, some of which are
applicable lo any CANDU-lype plant, such as

reactivity variations due to daily load cycling
reactivity effects of power setbacks and shutdowns from full power and during daily load
cycling

point-reactor kinetics (for hulk-control studies)

xenon reactivity (lo determine reactivity requirements during power manoeuvres)
neutron flux controller
and others, unique to CANDU-BLW (Boiling Light
Water cooled) plants, in which we have a particular
interest, such as
hoiliiu: coolant in a fuel channel

the use of Pu-cnriched fuel in the CANDU-PHW
(Pressurized Heavy Water cooled) 1250 MW(electrical) reactor

the determination of reactivity coefficients
(coolant density/temperature, fuel temperature)

turbine/generator and ancillaries.

fuel pencil (representing the transfer of fission
heat from the fuel to the coolant)

U - or

and have involved th' 1 following analyses

heat-Uansporl circuit

lew-zone reactor kinetics \ 2 , 4. 7. is «mts Uiv
spatial reactor studies' ' ' )
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parametric evaluation of shutdown systems to
cope with loss-of-coolant accidents.

In addition lo advanced systems studies, we have
made dynamic analyses in support of existing
CANDU plants, e.g.
controllability ofG-1 (Gentilly-I, a 250 MW(clectrical) prototype CANDU-BLW plant, located at
Cicntilly, Quebec) during a turbine trip
controllability of existing CANDU-PMW reactors
containing U-Si-AI fuel

two-phase riser

coolant density/temperature effects on the
reactivity of the Bruce CANDU-PHW reactors.

steam druin(-)

Other related studies included

single-phase portion ol coolant loop

simulation of a new type of control element that
utilizes a two-phase mixture of borated H;O and
Oi as the absorber

controllers for steam-drum pressure, water level
and coolant How.
Currently under development are modules for the
turhine/generalor system, including feedwater heaters
and deaerator. When these are completed we shall he
able to develop an overall plant control scheme for
CANDU-BLW plants.
As a vehicle lot our model development work we
have participated in several advanced power plant
studies at CRNl. during the past few years and these
have influenced the simulation modules we have
developed. I hose studies included

simulation of the kinetics of split cores in the
Zl-D-2 test reactor at CRNL, a study of spatial
reactor effects' 4 ).
All of the studies mentioned above are reactororiented. Recently however, we have broadened our
scope to include not only CANDU generating stations
but other nuclear complexes. One such is the G-l/G-2
(G-2 is a 600 MW(electrical) CANDU-PHW plant at
Genlilly, Quebec) sleam supply proposed for the
LaPradc Heavy Water Plant. We expect this system to
he move tightly coupled than the Douglas Point/

Bruce Heavy Water Plant system, hence dynamic
simulation is required to investigate the conlrollahility of such a complex. Because of the directcycle, the G-l plant is a more critical combination and we have heen collaborating with designers at
AliCL's Power Projects, Sheridan Pavk, to develop a
realistic simulation of this system. The study
comprises
simulation of intermediate steam generators (reboilers, surge tanks, subeoolers. etc.)
simulation of the 2.o km steam transmission line
analysis of the stability of primary steam mains
(between (i-l sleam drums, turbine, rehoilers)
development o\' a pressure/flow control system
for the steam supply
use of the simulation to u-A the adequacy of the
control system under various operating conditions.

DESCRIPTION OF
LATION FACILITIES

DYNAMIC

SIMU-

The Dynamic Analysis Section of the Reactor
Control Branch at CRNl. is responsible for
development of dynamic analysis, design and control
techniques, required for the definition of control and
safely system slrategies for advanced CANDU power
plants and related nuclear systems. To perform this
task, we need computer facilities on which to develop
detailed system models. We have chosen hybrid
(analog + digital I computers for ow dynamic studies
for the following reasons*?):
(1) I lie paiallel operation of the analog computer
enables high speed of computation and makes
possible real-time simulation, something not
normally achievable on a digital computer.
(2) The hybrid computer provides good mail-machine
inteiaction and rapid solution turnaround, important for parametric surveys and for developing
control system algorithms.
(3I The ability to include actual process hardware,
e.g. a process-control computer, in the dynamic
simulation (another reason for having real-time
capability |.
Figure 1 is a photograph o( the Dynamic Analysis
Laboratory in the Reactor Control Branch at C'RNL,
which houses our simulation facilities. We have two
independent hybrid-computer systems. The first is
our home-grown Hybrid Simulator, based on three
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Figure 1 — The dynamic analysis laboratory in the Reactor
Control Branch at CRNL
LAI TR-4K analog computers and a DEC PDP-S
digital computer. This system was developed over a
period ol — 10 years and has been the workhorse for
our dynamic analysis studies to date. The second is
the new Dynamic Analysis Facility, based on two
Applied Dynamics AD/5 analog computers and a
DEC PDP-11/45 digital computer. The major components of the two systems are shown in Fiaures 2
and 3. while Table 1 lists the components associated
with each AD/5 analog computer. As Figure 3 and

TABLE 1
AD/5 ANALOG COMPUTER COMPONENTS
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lahle I shuw, ilu1 Dynamic Analysis Facility is a I:
simulation facility, probably ibe must powerful ol its
kind in Canada. With the hardware arrangement
shown in Figure .>. we can run two dynamic simulations in parallel and at the same time have a third
user developing a new simulation model, or system
software, on the digital computer. Further terminals
can be added (to a limit of 64) to give other users
access to the digital computer.

OPERATION OF THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS CENTRE
The Dynamic Analysis Centre in the Reactor
Control Branch at CRNL has a permanent staff of six
professional engineers and four technicians/technologists. Four professionals are full-time analysts; the
remaining two are responsible for operation and
development ol the facilities. In addition, we currently have a visiting protessor/analysl spending a
sabbatical year with us.
We have a powerful facility for dynamic analysis/
simulation studies, one capable of serving more
analysts than we currently have on our stall. However, we don't see our operation as a job-shop, where
people submit tlieir problems for solution by our
analysts. Rather, if anyone has a problem that he
thinks can be solved efficiently on our facilities we
suggest he attach himself to the Dynamic Analysis
Centre for the duration of his studs. Our stall would,
of course, assist with problem formulation and
implementation. One reason for this approach is that
our present staff is relatively small, and fully
occupied with its own studies. Secondly, we believe
the person with the problem probably has the best
understanding of it. and is. therefore, in the best
position to formulate the simulation and then use it.
In this regard it is worth noting that several people
outside the Reactor Control Branch (at CRNL and
Ontario Hydro) have participated in User Courses
given shortly after the Dynamic Analysis Facility was
installed and one of them has recently used the
facility during an investigation of eontrol-valve/fiuidline dynamics'' 1 ).
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CONCLUSION
In this brief report we have attempted to describe
the fjcililies and activities of the Dynamic Analysis
Centre at CRNL. We have powerful facilities for
mathematical analysis, in particular dynamic analysis,
that are capable of solving many problem; of interest
to AFXL and other groups outside of AtC L. We have
also suggested a method by which users outside the
Reactor Control Branch can take advantage of our
facilities to solve their own problems.
R.L. Green
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HEAVY WATER &
COMPUTER SIMULATION
Heavy water production is a new technology in
Canada. Plants many times larger than any previous
one were constructed and brought into operation in a
remarkably short time. Computer simulation of the
plants helps accelerate the heavy water production
program.

eountercurrent to an ascending cold hydrogen sulftde
gas stream. Water and gas undergo repeated contacts
with the result that the liquid is steadily enriched in
deuterium from the natural teed concentration of
around 148 ppm to anything from 450 to 2000 ppm
by the bottom of the cold tower (varying according
to the designs of different plants). The gas is depleted
in deuterium by this transfer, falling from just under
half the enriched water concentration to around 64
ppm at the top of the cold contact tower. To provide
the enriched gas at the bottom of the cold tower, the
depleted hydrogen sulftde gas from the top of the
cold lower is heated and passed in another series of
countercurrcnt contacts with the same water stream
but this time in a hot tower. The process depends on
variation with temperature in the degree of preference of deuterium for water over hydrogen sulfide
molecules. Higher temperatures reduce the preference
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Canada now 1ms invested or committed about two
billion dollars in heavy walei production plants. All
vise the Girdler-Sull'ide (GS) process, a technique
requiring counterairrent contact ol water and hydrogen sulfide. However, there is appreciable variation in
flowsheet detail among plants. The process should be
understood in principle in halt' an hour by anyone
with an elementary knowledge of chemical engineering. It seems deceptively simple, but its application in Canada has uncovered subtle and unexpected
responses. These appear to arise, at least partly, from
striving for the economies inherent in operation on a
larger scale and from minimizing energy consumption. Good operating: experience with the smaller,
simpler American plants did not portend this: it only
became evident when the first GS plant (the Canadian
General Electric plant (which is now owned by AECL)
at Port Hawkesbury in Nova Scotia) experienced
difficulties after start-up. Since then a great deal of
research and development (R and D) effort (in excess
of 150 professional man-years in AECL and the heavy
water production industry) has been expended to
improve plant performance and process understanding. This has already paid dividends in bringing
the Bruce Heavy Water Plant to a relatively high
capacity factor (0.8) quickly and achieving instantaneous product rates ten percent over their design
values. Similar benefits are being, reaped at the Port
Hawkesbury and Glace Bay Heavy Water Plants. The
R and D program will continue to be effective in
improving current and future plants. One of the
activities directed to this end is process simulation
mathematical modelling of GS plants.
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PLANT OPERATION
l-igure I shows how a GS heavy water plant
operates. Cold feed water Hows down a tower

Figure 1 — How a GS heavy water plant operates
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and as a result the How ol deuterium is I'roni the
water to the hydrogen sulllde gas in the hot tower.
The bold arrows in Figure I show this schematically.
However, the variation in separation factor is under
30 percent over the feasible temperature range of
some 100 kelvins. Because of this, (he ratio of liquid
lo gas flow has to be finely controlled to obtain
optimum transfer in one direction in the hot tower. A
small stream of enriched water or gas can be drawn
off from the region between the cold and hot lowers
for further enrichment in similar but thinner towers.
Two or three stages of enrichment are normal. When
the water content has reached 15 to 307/. final
enrichment is done by water distillation.

SIMPLICITY IS ILLUSORY
Compared to many other chemical engineering
processes, this seems very simple. The first impression
is misleading. Recycling is a common feature of many
processes but part of the hidden complexity of the
GS process is the magnitude of this recycling. Partly
this arises from the extreme dilution of the deuterium
feed in natural water, but this is augmented by the
rather small variation in preference for deuterium in
the water between practicable cold and hot tower
temperatures. At its most extreme, 500 times as
much deuterium is flowing countercurrently in the
water and the hydrogen sulphide streams as is
actually produced by the plant. Therein lies one of
the difficulties of heavy water separation by the GS
process: quite small changes in the ratio of liquid to
gas How are sufficient to disturb the net transport of
deuterium. Variations of one per cent are not
normally desirable.
Another important factor is the very large
quantities of circulating gas and liquid that have lo
pass between hot and cold tower temperatures.These

O—>—( 3

large heal flows have lo be conserved as efficiently as
possible.
To summarize, tiie GS process is unusually
sensitive to variations in mass and heat flows. It is
because of this that mathematical modelling of it is
valuable.

COMPUTER SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
The Chemical Engineering Brinch at Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories had already had experience in
modelling similar heavy water processes before
starting on GS simulation. The basic technique is a
modular one whereby a plant is split into discrete
unit operations with interconnecting flows. The
technique was pioneered in Canada by Crowe and his
associates") at McMaster University. CRNL's first
experience came I'roni a six month attachment of
Martin Galley to McMaster lo learn the technique.
To understand its working. Figure 2 gives a very
simple example of a process. A material in stream 1 is
mixed (junction 1) with some product for an autocatalytic reaction (stream 2) in a reactor(-). pumped
through a heat exchanger, mixed with a diluent and
then split into product and recycle streams.
To .model this system, the operation of the
reactor would need lo be described: the heal input
from the pump might be calculated or it might
merely set a new temperature, the exchanger might
simply be a temperature setting or it might involve a
calculation of heat transfer, and finally ihe recycle
split might be fixed or based on some characteristic
of the product quality.
To 'run' this simulation, the feed parameters are
specified and the recycle stream is given starting
guesses. Unit 1 is then 'operated' by calling the unit
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Figure 2 — Simple example of process simulation
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Figure 3 — LaPrade Heavy Water Plant

subroutine to describe the behaviour of a junction
and to generate output stream 3. Unit 2 is then
examined and so on until new values of stream 2
parameters can be led back to unit I, and the whole
calculation is repealed until the starting values of
stream 2 match the derived value to pre-set tolerances.
In this simple example, units 1 and 5 would use
the same junction subroutine. Any special information about a particular unit is stored in an equipment information vector belonging to that equipment
number. Input streams and output streams are also
associated with a particular unit of equipment by
their stream numbers. Before the unit calculation is
performed, input stream information is transferred
from the array holding information on the parameters
of all the streams. After the calculation, updated
information on output streams in likewise transferred
to the same array. Thus, in this example there is no

need to guess starting values for streams 3 to 8 since.
in the logical sequence of calculations, they are all
output streams from previously calculated units.

SIMULATION OF GS PLANTS
The example of Figure 2 contains the complete
concept of modular simulation but the reality of a
heavy water plant is some orders more complex.
Figure 3 shows a typical, but by no means exhaustive
simulation of a GS plant. This does not show the full
complexity because, although shown here as unit
operations, the towers where water and hydrogen
sulfide How countercurrently require their own
simulations within the main simulation. The difficulty
of the simulation lies in the countercurrent nature of
the process. No longer is it possible to follow an
obvious path corresponding to the fluid flow through
the process as it was in the Figure 2 example. One can
choose to follow the water flow or the gas flow but
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not both. The same problem occurs inside tlie contacting lowers where Ihe repealed gas/liquid contacts
occur on anything from 2 to 115 sieve trays.
Figure 4 shows diagrammatically what is
happening. With assumptions about the performance
of these sieve trays, any two streams can in theory be
calculated from any two others. So the entering gas
and the outflowing liquid could be used to calculate
the entering liquid and the emerging gas. In practice,
this is found to be unacceptably sensitive lo error in
the intital guess of the parameters of the outflowing
stream used as an input. Without a very good starting
guess on these parameters, the solution is not only
absurd but frequently unobtainable since rounding
errors are magnified beyond the computer's capacity.
So tir obtain stable calculation, ihe two inflowing
streams are used as inputs and the emerging streams
as outputs, the same pattern as in the larger-scale
pluiu simulation. The disadvantage ot this approach is
the large number of calculation passes through the
tower that need lo be made to reduce the differences
between the guessed and the converged values o\'
whichever input stream is not known before the
calculation of a particular sieve tray is executed.
One can now see the framework of the simulation. There are firstly a collection ol unit subroutines
to model the performance of all the unit operations
represented in the plant equipment. In practice there
arc 12 to 15. Secondly, there are several arrays
containing information about the individual pieces of

equipment: one gives information on stream connexions in and out of the unit: another contains
information unique to that piece of equipment
e.g.
the number of trays in a tower, the area of a heat
exchanger, the pressure out of a compressor. Thirdly,
there is a list specifying, ihe OTIICT iri which the pieces
of equipment are to be calculated, which will follow
the flow path of one or other of the process fluids.
Fourthly, there is .m array of information on the
properties of all the streams the Hows of hydrogen
sulfide and of water and their respective deuterium
concentrations and the temperature and pressure ot
the stream. Finally, there is a similar array of information on some of the values ot parameters on
streams from plate lo plate in the deuterium
exchange tower.
The subroutines are not particularly complex.
The most elaborate is the exchange lower which is
some _i00 Fortran statements long. Others are
typically oO to 120 statements in length. Because of
the large number of recyclings and couniercurrem
Hows, simulations do not usually converge rapidly to
a solution and a great deal of effort has gone into
improving the speed of programme execution. This
has been very fruitful and probably cut running times
tenfold. A typically large fulS-plaiil simulation now
requires dOO-lOOO seconds of CDC hoCR) central
processor time. Single first stages ol" a plant can be
simulated in M)-101) seconds. Attempts to further
improve these running times by convergence promotion have been much less rewarding.
In the limited space of this article, it is not
possible to ojve more detail of the programme. The
hook b\ Cioue et a l t ' ) on the topic is a very good
source. Over the last six years, the Chemical
Engineering Branch at CRNL has expended more
than ten professional man-years purely to develop
and refine this technique for heavy water plain
simulation. Among many contributors. M.R. Galley
and G.J. Pauluis deserve especial acknowledgement
for their work.
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TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
EACH STREAM HAS A FLOW, TEMPERATURE AND
DEUTERIUM CONCENTRATION. ADDITIONALLY,
THE DEUTERIUM CONCENTRATIONS AND TEMPERATURES OF THE STREAMS LEAVING EACH

Besides the sensitivity ot the process to How
variation, close control ol" temperatures is also important to the GS process and it is in the ability to
model temperatures accurately throughout a GS plant
that the CRNl. simulation has been enjoeially useful.

CONTACT BETWEEN THE TWO PHASES ARE
RELATED BY TRAY EFFICIENCIES.
Figure 4 — Schematic of operation of a sieve tray.
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Obviously, since the process depends on the
difference in preference by water for deuterium at
different temperatures, the temperature span between

hot and cold towers should be as targe as possible.
Moreover, to achieve high hot lower temperatures
without excessive water vapor in the gas stream, the
pressure has to he as high as possible. Attainable
pressure is set by hydrogen sulfide Ikiuification
around 2200 kPa and this then limits hot tower
temperatures to around i 30°C (where the vapor How
in mol/m 3 is about 15 per cent of the hydrogen
sulfide How in tnol/m 3 ). The cold lower temperature
is fixed by the formation of solid ice-like hydrogen
sulphide hydrate at 21>CC and operation close to the
temperature is particularly important because a
plant's production falls by some 1.6 per cent for
every kelvin of temperature rise in the cold towers.

L I Q U I D TEMP,

l°C>

Perversely, cold towers will not operate at a
uniform temperature. If the two feed temperatures
are equal, in the stages where deuterium concentrations are below one percent, the Joule-Thomson
expansion of the gas causes a temperature dip of
about 2.5 K. I h e actual heat absorbed would
only be enough for less than 0.5 K. decrease if it
were not for the multiplication effect achieved by
repeated countercurrent contact. The operation of
the countercurrcnt Hows in a heat exchanger is au
analogous effect. Above I percent deuterium concentration, the Joule-Thomson effect is swamped and
reversed by the modest (2.5 kJ/mol) heat of reaction
of deuterium exchange between water and hydrogen
sulfide and this can cause rises in mid-cold tower
temperature of 15-20 K. A precise modelling of
these effects helps plant operators to trim their plants
to ^et the mosl out of their cold towers and provides
design information leading to improvements in new
plants.
0

STUDY OF EXISTING PLANTS
While the principles of operation and design of
heavy water plants are believed to be well understood, simulation is needed to determine precisely the
operating characteristics of a plant. The main uncertainty is the efficiencies achieved by the sieve trays in
the deuterium exchange towers. Once these have been
determined throughout the plant using the steadystate simulation, the effects of small changes can be
calculated by the same technique to provide plant
operators with guidance on plant operation.
Examples of this are:
I) setting the best temperature profile in cold towers
by selection of gas or liquid feed temperatures;
21 assessing the net value of higher hot tower
temperatures, including any adverse effects of
elevated cold tower temperatures:
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Figure 5 - Liquid temperature profile in BHWP E-2
March 23, 1974

3) determining the economic worth of an external
cooler to remove some of the heat of reaction
from a cold tower;
4) setting the precisely optimal liquid-to-gas ratios
throughout the process;
5) working out a set of algorithms on the effect
adding water collected in run-down tanks
intermediate concentrations which calculates
amount of deuterium that will be recovered,
optima of return rate and return location:

of
at
the
the
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(•>) computing the effect of changing (he product
concentration, an important parameter in the use
and provision of final upgrading distillation
units; and
7) re-adjusting process conditions to accommodate
abnormal operation or damaged equipment.
These computer-derived recommendations are all
instances of fine tuning worth, typically, individual
gains in extraction of around 0.5'.'!. However, with
output worth approaching SI00 million a year from
Bruce Heavy Water Plant A alone, the returns are
substantial.

DESIGN USES
In the last five years, two new heavy water plants
have been designed using CKNL computer simulations as the basis. Sieve tray numbers, relative Hows
in different stages, and tower temperatures are
examples of the variables fixed using simulation
results. For the Glace Bay Heavy Water Plant, the
new design was constrained by existing towers; for
the La Prade Heavy Water Plant, CRNL devised a
two-stage design emphasizing simplicity and ease of
operation.
Another useful application of these simulations
lias been that of innovation in plant designs and it is
here that the most spectacular returns have come
from simulation. Two results of our innovative design
activity with the CRNL simulation are featured in the
La Prade design. The plant has steam injection direct
to the base of the hot tower rather than the indirect
heating used at Bruce and Port llawkesbury or the
direct injection to the stripper of hydrogen sulfide
from the waste water in Glace Bay. We calculate a 1.8
percent increase in production from this feature. The
other innovation is to move five cold tower trays to
the hot lower. We call this an asymmetric design since
the hot tower now has ten more trays lhan the cold
lower. It boosts production by a further one percent.
A third design modification suggested from simulation would extract heat of reaction from the cold
tower of the second stage and gain 1 to 1.5 percent
additional production.
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Together these three features add around 4 percent to plant production, worth a capital investment
of around eight million dollars per 800 Mg plant. This
alone is quite a good return on around the one
million dollars worth of computing time and perhaps
half a million dollars in personnel costs that have
gone into GS simulation.

rUTURE INNOVATION
However, we believe there are at least as great
improvements still to be made to GS design. These
are in the 'hot-feed' group of processes where the
feed water is introduced to the bottom of the hoi
tower rather than the top of the cold. Babcock<-I
first appreciated the possibilities of this technique,
which in theory can recover an extra I 3 per cent for a
given hydrogen sulfide flow (and hence tower size).
Babcock proposed using extra water and the costs of
this and of healing it made the idea only marginally
interesting. We believe that we have been able to
combine the functions of heat and mass transfer trays
in a way that boosts production by around 5 per cent
for no extra feed water, or capital or energy costs.
More work is needed to refine die concept but we
hope it will be featured in the next GS plant.
IN CONCLUSION
Computers are often oversold as liberators from
routine calculation. Nonetheless, we feel amply
rewarded for ihe effort expended in devising and
developing the C'RNL steady-state simulation by the
ability to do easily and with precision what could be
only approximated by other conventional mass transfer design techniques and to study situations that
were not amenable to analysis by any other
technique.
A.I. Miller
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